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"Stop Losing to Bad Beats and Win Every Time at Texas Holdem...Secret Poker Strategies You Can Use

to Dominate Your Poker Competitors Every Single Time!" I'll show you step-by-step how to dominate your

online or live poker competitors - And never worry about Bad Beats ever again Dear Fellow Poker Player,

Of course, you want win at every poker tournament or cash game. But you've tried so many different

strategies, techniques, and poker advice from books that probably all have failed you miserably; you don't

know who or what to believe anymore. You just want the losing streaks and bad beats to stop more than

anything else, and you should! That's where I come in. My name is Tracy Yates and I've been playing

poker, specifically no limit Texas Holdem for the last 5 years. During those grueling years, I've

experienced many ups and downs; victories and defeats; amazing hands and bad beats...I've seen it all.

And I've learned from all of my mistakes and how to avoid them. See if this sounds familiar? You're

holding Pocket Rockets and make a raise preflop. You have one caller and the flop comes down 10-5-2.

Your opponent checks and you bet - and surprisingly your opponent calls. The turn is a 3 and your

opponent bets; You decide to raise to see where you're at, and he goes all in...??? Two Pair? Three of a

Kind? Flush Draw? Now your stuck with a decision that can make you or break you. What do you do? I've

seen all these kinds of situations and I've learned exactly how to deal with them. Stop losing to bad beats

and putting yourself in difficult situations and learn the strategies professionals use to make the

CORRECT decision! My super poker strategies can work for you I know, because it has worked for me

and professional poker players. However, I don't expect you to believe me until you see even more proof.

I promise your situation is not unique. And more importantly - your situation is NOT hopeless. The big

problem is that people who lose to bad beats or put themselves in difficult poker situations are using the

wrong strategies they learn from a typical poker book or poker website! Here are the 3 poker situations

poker players always screw up at: 1. The first one is slow-playing a hand. 2. The second is playing a big

pair. 3. The third is bluffing. Wouldn't you agree that it's crazy to think you'll get different results if you

keep doing the same thing over and over again? If I keep touching a hot stove and kept getting burned -

I'd be silly to think the next time I touch that hot stove I won't get burnt. That's why you need to try
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something different Here's How The "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide" Can Help You Start

Winning and Rake in the Cash Starting Today You see, I've just completed a new eBook called the "NL

Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide" that gives you a step-by-step formula for winning at all your poker

games. It's different than anything else on poker you've seen. This program has taken 5 years to develop.

Here Are Just A Few Of The Breakthrough Techniques Inside the Super Strategy Guide:

Easy-to-understand explanations of all the rules, odds, and hand rankings for no limit Texas Holdem.

Instantly size up hands, calculate pot odds, recognize tells, and identify bluffs. Sneaky strategies to

intimidate other players and force them to fold their cards. When to make bold moves, when to fold, and

easy-to-understand points that will win you more pots. Guaranteed ways to strike fear into your

opponents in just minutes! POSITION MANUEVERS you can use to "steal" the best position at the table.

99 of players DON'T know the right way to check-raise. I'll show you the ONLY TIMES you should be

using this technique. Learn everything you want to know about Texas Holdem and play like the poker

professionals - From winning strategies to calculating odds, this books got it all! Okay, So What's The

Cost For This Incredible Resource? Let's do a quick comparison - last time I checked a quality poker

strategy book can cost you $49.99. Or you could pay $300 a poker lesson from me or a professional

poker player. The other option is for you to shell out over $100 or more buying up all kinds of expensive

poker books or dvds that will most likely only sit on your shelf gathering dust. Frankly, none of these

options really seemed fair to me. So I figured out a way to provide you with a real bargain. This

sensational resource "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide" is available to you as a downloadable

manual (or ebook) directly accessible from the Internet. This way I have no inventory and no fulfillment

costs. I don't need to pay anyone to take the orders over the phone. You win and I win. But don't worry,

downloading the information of the "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide" is a real snap, I'm no

"techno whiz" and I had no problem. (It works perfectly with both MAC or PC computers.) Now because

you will be downloading everything online - I'm not going to charge you anywhere near the amount you'd

pay for a single book, dvd, or private lesson from a poker pro, or even what just one overpriced poker

book goes for. In fact, your total investment for the entire "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide"

package is just $17.95. But there's more because you'll also get 3 FREE Bonuses For Ordering By

Midnight! BONUS 1: Online Texas Holdem Secrets Revealed! Learn everything you want to know about

drop shipping, drop shippers and how to properly use drop shipping to your advantage. * Online holdem



secrets only a hand full of online players know about. * A few key important factors you need to be aware

of while playing online. * Maximize your online earning potential by using multi-tables. * The online texas

holdem cheat sheet! * A software program that cheats your online competitors out of their money! A Must

Read! Value = $39.97 (This bonus is 100 original and can't be bought anywhere else) BONUS 2:

PokeRelax Album The game of Texas Holdem can become very stressful whether you play it live or

online. Discover how you can ease your tension at a poker table, while still being focused. The best kept

secret professional poker pros like Daniel Negraneu use to calm their nerves at major poker events! *

Download over twenty minutes of tension easing sound tracks that will keep you sane while you play

Texas Holdem Live or Online... * Listen to calm and relaxing sounds of the beach, ocean, or a rainy day. *

Downlad Mp3 formatted tracks, so you can upload it into your iPod, Mp3 player, or copy it onto a CD for

your stereo. * The only poker relaxation album available to download on the internet! Value = $29.97

(This bonus is 100 original and can't be bought anywhere else) BONUS 2: Poker Mystery Bonus! Total

value of all 3 bonuses = $89.90 Together these 3 free bonuses are worth more than triple your

investment in the "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide"-- but they're all yours absolutely free when

you order by midnight tonight! Don't Decide Now - Just Try Everything At My Risk You have nothing to

lose with my Iron-Clad, No Risk Guarantee: GUARANTEE: Get the "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy

Guide" right now and read it over. Try the information out. If you are for any reason at all not 100 satisfied

with the "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide", send me an email within 30 days after purchasing,

and I will personally refund every penny of your money, no questions asked. It's as simple as that. But the

only way to find is to try everything in my program out entirely at my risk. The "NL Texas Holdem Super

Strategy Guide" comes with a 100 no-questions asked, money-back guarantee. I personally guarantee

that you've never heard anything like it. If you aren't winning at all your poker games or making crazy

amounts of cash and feel more confident with your poker skills ever before, within 30 days after

downloading the program, simply email us and we'll cheerfully refund your money, and you can keep

everything. There is absolutely no way that you can lose - except by not taking me up on risk-free

examination of "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide". Here's How To Order Right Now! Click here for

an instant download of this material. Once your credit card is approved, you will be taken to a special

download page where you will download everything along with your FREE Bonuses. It doesn't matter if

it's 2:00 am in the morning! You will be downloading and learning from this breakthrough information



within just a few minutes... To Your Poker Success, Tracy Yates P.S. If you continue to lose at poker the

same way, you're going to get the same results. What I'm offering you is the easiest, most risk-free way to

try the "NL Texas Holdem Super Strategy Guide" so you can see for yourself how our scientifically

developed strategies, techniques and poker secrets can help you increase your bankroll, improve your

chances of winning, and literally force you to stop losing!
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